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About HLF 

• Largest dedicated funder of heritage in the UK

• Leading advocate for the value of heritage

• Invested £7.7bn in over 42,000 projects since 1994

• Offices across the UK

• We give out grants from £3,000 to £2m+

• Evaluation is central to our work

• We assess projects against our outcomes framework



How HLF Measures Impact
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How we Evaluate

• We require projects to submit a self-
evaluation report to demonstrate 
achievement

• Against a choice of 14 outcomes for 
heritage, people and communities

• Programme evaluation draws on these 

reports to assess overall impact

Untold stories BME 

History and Heritage, 

Cambridge (£266k 

grant)



What we know about the quality 

of project self-evaluations
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• We assessed the quality of 

200 completed Heritage 

Grants project evaluation 

reports 

• This doesn’t mean the project 

was poor if the evaluation 

was poor or vice versa. 

• Graded them based on 

various criteria 



Characteristics of Excellent reports 

• Tell the project story fully

• Count and choose indicators that matter

• Go beyond simply counting

• Avoid bias

• Structure the process of understanding

• Improve not just prove

Wheal Martyn 

China Clay 

Museum, 

Cornwall 

(£859k grant)



Two examples of Excellent Reports 

Wrest Park Revitalisation Project

The Restoration of Bletchley Park



Characteristics of Poor reports

• Lack a clear structure in which to 

understand the project context

• Short in length with little content

• No evidence of any data, reliance on the 

perspective of the author/s

• Lack reflection/insight into the strengths 

and weaknesses of the project

• No attempt to consider objectively 

whether any lessons had been learned



Evaluating Project Outcomes (n = 200)

Heritage will be better managed.

Heritage will be in better condition.

Heritage will be better interpreted & explained.

Heritage will be identified / recorded.

People will have developed skills.

People will have learnt about heritage.

People will have changed their attitudes / and or 

behaviour.

People will have had an enjoyable experience.

People will have have volunteered time.

Environmental impacts will be reduced.

More people & wider range of people will have engaged.

Local area will be better place to live, work or visit.

Local economy boosted.

Your organisation will be more resilient.
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Local Economy Boosted

This was the outcome least commonly evidenced in 

reports only 17% mapped this outcome. 

Ways to measure this outcome

 Choose the right data collection method 

 Indicators are financial spend in the local economy and 

information on footfall at heritage site and the impact that it 

creates on locality 

 Include relevant baseline data so that it is possible to see 

what has changed as a result of your project activity



Examples - Your local economy will be 

boosted

"The Chainbridge Hotel has seen an increase in locals using the pub since the 

bridge reopened, providing an increase in business as well as the opportunity for 

locals to spread the word about the hotel and the new ownership." (Example 1)

"The project has helped stimulate economic growth in the area with a number of new 

businesses having opened in Bushmills since the completion of the project e.g. 

Ground Coffee Shop and the French Rooms, some local businesses are supplying 

goods to the visitor centre and Bushmills Traders’ Association has been 

reinvigorated." (Example 2)

"Selling the tiles and mosaics helped the CIC (Community Interest Company) to 

raise awareness about the project over a two-year period to both visitors and locals. 

The tiles and mosaic themselves were hand-made by a local potter, creating valuable 

local income and the finished pieces add to the character of the building beautifully." 

(Example 3) 



This was the second least commonly evidenced outcome in 

reports with only 29% mapping it. 

Ways to measure this outcome 

 Choose the right data collection method 

 Indicators are changes in biodiversity and environmental 

conditions improved for object care/storage 

 Include relevant baseline data so that it is possible to see what 

has changed as a result of your project activity

Environmental ImpactEnvironmental Impacts will be 

Reduced



Example: Environmental Impact

Giant’s Causeway Project Evaluation Report written by the National Trust 

Museum Redevelopment/Expansion project 



Consulting On Our Next Strategic 

Funding Framework

Six objectives with Key Performance Indicators 
 We will continue to bring valued heritage into better condition  

 We will inspire people to value heritage more 

 We will ensure that heritage is more inclusive

 We will support the heritage world to be more robust, enterprising and forward looking 

 We will promote the role of heritage in helping people and places to thrive

 We will grow the contribution that heritage makes to the UK economy

• A simpler outcomes framework 

• Future programme evaluations will be more thematic to 

support learning and feedback loops

• Greater knowledge sharing and dissemination  
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